Division VIII provides a focus for astronomers studying a wide range of problems related to galaxies and cosmology. Objects of the study include individual galaxies, groups and clusters of galaxies, large scale structure, comic microwave background radiation and the universe itself. Approaches are diverse from observational one to theoretical one including computer simulations.
Introduction
As documented by the report of the president for the triennium 2003 -2006 , there have been dramatic developments in the fields of extragalactic research and cosmology recently. During the period 2006 -2009 even more rapid progress has been made.
Observations
On the observational side, this progress has largely come about because of large and/or deep surveys of galaxies and galaxy systems, and because of new observing windows opened by such satellites as Spitzer <www.spitzer.caltech.edu/>), AKARI <www.ir.isas.jaxa.jp/ASTRO-F/>), and GALEX <www.galex.caltech.edu/>). HST <www.stsci.edu/hst/>) continues to produce valuable data, and we look forward to its further operation after Servicing Mission 4, planned for October 2008.
Over the past three years, cosmological parameters have been more strongly constrained through a number of approaches. Chief among these have been studies of the CMB: their importance for cosmology was recognized by a Nobel Prize in 2006. The WMAP satellite has now accumulated five years of data, which provide an accurate determination of important cosmological parameters (Hinshaw, G., et al. 2008, in press; 284 DIVISION VIII Komatsu et al. 2008, in press) . Further pressure on the cosmological model comes from supernova work and from studies of structure formation (e.g., Zhen et al. 2008 , AJ, 135, 1766 Wright 2007, ApJ, 664, 633) , and from projects investigating the locations of baryons and the epoch of re-ionization through studies of quasar/AGN absorption lines (e.g., Danforth & Shull 2008, ApJ, 679, 194) , the population of early galaxies, and the problem of the causes and effects of feedback.
Theory
On the theoretical side, several groups have performed sophisticated cosmological simulations to study the evolution of galaxies and large scale structure in the Universe, including the effects that supermassive black holes can have on their host galaxies. Such simulations include
• the Millennium Simulation Project <www.mpa-garching. 
Surveys
Shown here is an (inevitably incomplete) list of major recent non-targeted surveys that are intimately related to the activities of our Division.
• The availability of large amounts of data, which cover wide areas of the sky and/or the majority of cosmic history from several hundred million years after the Big Bang to the present, and the many predictions that can be made from numerical simulations, have reduced the heights of the barriers between theoreticians and observers, and between galaxies and cosmology.
Division VIII, the largest division (with 1544 members), will continue to contribute to our understanding of the properties of galaxies, the formation and evolution of galaxies and large scale structure, and the content and fate of the Universe.
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